IN LIEU OF
DIRECTORS’ MEETING
Monday, March 26, 2018

I. DIRECTORS CORRESPONDENCE

FINANCE DEPARTMENT
1. March 2018 Sales Tax Report reflecting January 2018 Sales

II. CONSTITUENT CORRESPONDENCE
1. Proposed Bump Stock Ban - Janelle Corr
2. Proposed Bump Stock Ban, opposition - Dan Walz
3. Staff response provided by Donna Garden, Assistant Director, Public Works & Utilities regarding Loretta Pallas as - Garbage pick-up of cardboard
4. Proposed Bump Stock Ban, opposition - Dennis Wertz
5. Upgrading the Streets of the Haymarket, opposition - Dennis Wertz
6. Proposed Bump Stock Ban - Roger and Judy Groetzinger
7. Proposed Bump Stock Ban, opposition - John Cox
8. Proposed Bump Stock Ban - John and Gail Bender
9. Proposed Bump Stock Ban, opposition - Brad Kreifels
10. Proposed Bump Stock Ban - Larry Kunc
11. Proposed Bump Stock Ban - Cathie Bailey
12. Proposed Bump Stock Ban, opposition - Lloyd and Bev Weathermon
13. Proposed Bump Stock Ban - Mary Burrow

III. MEETINGS/INVITATIONS
See invitation list.

IV. ADJOURNMENT